Madison Crossing Elementary School, 300 Yandell Road, Canton, MS 39046, (601) 898-7710
www.madisoncrossing.org

From Your Principal
Dear Madison Crossing Family,
This letter is such a difficult one for me to write. Madison Crossing Elementary has been a huge part of my life
and my family’s life for the past 11 years. It is with the fondest memories and the heaviest heart that I announce
my retirement. I will be leaving MCE at the end of this school year, wrapping up 25 years of service to public
schools in both Louisiana and Mississippi. I love MCE, the students, the teachers, the parents, the community—
you have all been such a blessing! I am truly honored and humbled to have led this “Maverick” movement with
each of you by my side.
As I reflect over the past few years, I know that I have been blessed immensely by serving as principal in such
a wonderful community. I have seen this community grow and embrace one another regardless of race, religion,
politics, beliefs, etc. and MCE has become the center of this community. I have seen people from all walks of life
coming together to support loved ones in times of need as you have all rallied behind the Hardeman family this
last month. We have raised about $16,000 to date to give to Mrs. Hardeman and our goal is $20,000, so please
help us with the raffle sales and allow your children to bring their donations on Thursday, April 13 th as we “Team
Up for Mrs. Hardeman” and wear our favorite team’s jersey, hat, or colors.
This year is far from being over—we have 7 more weeks to learn and we want to make it to the finish line.
Please help us as we prepare for state tests by resisting check-outs and working hard to eliminate tardies, but
most of all make sure your students are here everyday! We want to finish this year strong and to boast another “A”
like we have achieved in the past so that everyone in the state can see what Madison Crossing students can do!
I hope you do something fun with your family during this beautiful time of year and remember to treasure
every memory you are making with your children, because they truly pass all too quickly.
Respectfully yours,
Martha D’Amico

Super Mavs
Congratulations to these students for
displaying the value FORGIVENESS:
Kindergarten: Emma Bishop, Khloe Lenoir,
Zachary Oakes, Anabelle Sharpe, Myla Woods
First Grade: Sloane Clack, Tripp Johnson,
Irrihanna Moore, Sam Stallings, Myles Stanley
Second Grade: Slayde Forbes, Grey Holly, Sarah
Mason, Hunter Whitehead, Mia Whiteman
Third Grade: Will Carr, Aidyn Ivy, Avery Martin,
Cleveland McNulty, Allena Montgomery,
Fourth Grade: Noah King, Jake McCoy, Jake
Stewart, Grayson White, Ryan White
Fifth Grade: Kalyb James, Micah McBride, Macie
Rogers, Shaniya Smith, Taylor Smith, Katie Taylor

April
5 - Kindergarten Registration
6 - 1st Grade Field Trip to Ag Museum
7 - 5th Grade NOLA Field Trip
10 - 3rd Grade Field Trip to Braves Game
11 - BMX Bike Show 1:00 p.m.
12 - 2nd Grade Writer’s Gallery
13 - All Pro Dad Breakfast 7:00 a.m.
4th Grade Field Trip
14-17 - Easter Holidays
21 - 2nd Grade Field Trip
Teacher Appreciation Luncheon
25 - PTO Meeting 6:30 p.m.
27 - 1st Grade Dress Rehearsal 1:00 p.m.
28 - 1st Grade Fairy Tale Program 8:30 a.m.

KINDERGARTEN

FOURTH GRADE

COUNSELOR’S CORNER

LIBRARY NEWS

We have had an awesome start to the last 9 weeks in Kindergarten!
We are moving into the busy month of April. We will be learning
about Spring, Weather, Seeds, and Plants. In math, we are continuing to work diligently on memorizing our addition and subtraction facts 0-5. In Writer’s Workshop, we are beginning to learn
about opinion writing and learning how to use our opinions to persuade. Remember to practice at home and read, read, read! We
will be visiting the Children’s Museum on April 12th. We hope to
see you there!!

As fourth graders, we are looking forward to
what April will bring to us in learning! In reading, we have completed Bud, Not Buddy. We
have learned from Bud to never run out of hope
and perseverance. In April, we will be reading
Who Was Elvis Presley? In math, we will continue our unit on Reflections and Symmetry.
This unit highlights a return to geometry from
the point of view of transformations or “motions”
of geometric figures. It focuses primarily on reflections and the related topic of symmetry. We
continue to review multiplication, division, fractions, and decimals. In writing and grammar,
we continue our unit on Bringing History to Life,
an information writing piece and are using our
grammar skills to make our communication better. We have returned to the Earth Science
unit. In this section of the science unit, we are
studying “Movements in the Solar System.” In
this chapter, students compare Earth with other
planets of the solar system. During April in Mississippi History, we will be studying about Mississippi’s people, with our focus on Elvis Presley
in reading! Fourth grade continues to strive to
make this school year “the best school year
ever!”

Humility is the virtue we are focusing on during the month of April. Humility is related to the word humble and both mean to put others first by
giving up what you think you deserve. A person with humility recognizes
their inner strengths AND has the confidence to recognize greatness in
others. Help your child make an effort to put someone else first and I bet
that person will recognize what is awesome about your child.
Jennifer Agostinelli, Counselor

Your child's pleasure reading is a huge
part of their education. Be certain to
check out the various children's reading
programs that will be offered this summer at your public library and in the
local book stores.
Mollie Gillespie, Librarian

FIRST GRADE
April is a magical month to be a First Grader as we begin our unit
on Fairy Tales! Students will learn the elements of a fairy tale,
read and research various fairy tales and their different versions,
and create a mural in small groups about a chosen fairy tale we’ve
studied. In Writer’s Workshop we have concluded our Opinion
writing unit and will begin to write our very own fairy tale. We will
culminate this unit with our “Once Upon a Time” Fairy Tale program for parents on Friday, April 28th at 8:30 am. The children
are so excited about performing all the songs they have been learning in music class to share with you. We hope that you and your
child have started to create a fairy tale costume for this program. It’s amazing to see how much the students have grown and
learned throughout the year! We appreciate all the support you’ve
given as we make this final push towards second grade!

SECOND GRADE
Second grade flew to Europe and learned about famous artists like
Claude Monet, Andy Warhol, Georgia O’Keeffe, Vincent van Gogh,
Pablo Picasso and their well renowned paintings. We studied
about styles of art including cubism, impressionism, pop art, precisionism, and abstract art. While in Europe, we also studied about
weather patterns. We compared and contrasted weather in Europe
with our weather in the United States. Now, back in the USA, we
are learning about our skeletal structure and internal organs.
Our second graders are learning how important our bodies are to
us and how to take care of them. Then we will cross the waters to
Australia and dive into a study of ocean life and mammals. Second grade has also worked very hard this year in Writer’s Workshop. We have become wonderful authors and will share our work
with parents at our Writer’s Gallery on Wednesday, April 12th. We
will soon be sending home more information along with an invitation for you to attend.

THIRD GRADE
Take me out to the ball game, take me out to the crowd! We are
winding up to get ready for state testing beginning April 20th. We
are so excited to cheer on the Mississippi Braves on April 10th. We
will be taking part in a scavenger hunt to reinforce geometry and
calculating skills. Our 3rd graders are prepared to find intersecting
lines, parallel lines, acute angles, manage money at the concession
stand and so much more! Thank you for your continued support
in your child’s education. We truly couldn’t do it without our
amazing parents. Play ball!

FIFTH GRADE
The fifth grade students have spent much of
their time this school year diving deeply into
fiction. We have worked diligently throughout
the year to learn how to analyze literature…
making connections from one core subject to
another and looking at many language skills
within our reading. Because we have immersed
ourselves in high interest stories such as Wonder, the Giver series, and now Number the
Stars, the students are now seeing such recurring themes as escape, survival, fighting for the
cause, and trusting your instincts. We are able
to draw many inferences and truly see what it
takes to become an author. We have become
better thinkers as we finish up this month with
our BIG focus...World War II in social studies,
and reading our non-fiction companion, Escape:
Children of the Holocaust. Already, students are
showing enthusiasm with this topic of study
through our Number the Stars novel. We will
focus on taking care of the Earth and reviewing
in science and customary and metric measurement in math, along with review of algebraic
expressions. We will also study adding and subtracting mixed numbers. Our students are becoming great problem solvers! As always, we
appreciate your support and look forward to
seeing many of you as our New Orleans field
trip quickly approaches.

COMPUTER LAB NEWS

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

The 3rd grade classes really enjoyed designing get
well flyers on the computer for Mrs. Hardeman. The
5th grade computer club students really enjoyed
designing birthday cards on the computer for Mrs.
Holland and Mrs. Carollo. The get well flyers and
birthday cards were designed using different typestyles, pictures and colors. Great Job 3rd grade
classes and 5th Grade Computer Club.
Stephanie Whittington, Computer

As we enter our last 9 weeks of school we will be recapping and
playing some of our favorite games from the year. We will be
playing a bowling game called Capture the pins, a hockey
game called Sweep the room, a hand eye co-ordination game
called Catapult, a foot eye co-ordination game called Beat the
ball as well as 2 co-ordination stations. We will also be doing
the high jump challenge and tennis ball challenge as we did
not get a chance to do them in our last unit.
Coach Matt Cox

MUSIC NOTES
The month of April brings a lot of rain and pollen, but in the MCE music room, it brings songs about Spring,
weather, and nature! Kindergarten students will explore high and low, loud and soft, and steady beat on Orff instruments and drums using seasonal songs. Second graders will continue to learn to read music written on a staff, and
third graders will continue their “Recorder Bead Challenge” while incorporating other classroom instruments to create polyphonic music. Fourth and fifth graders are beginning their final musical units of the year with American
composers, polyphonic pieces based on American folk songs, and improvisation. Fifth grade classes will also create
activities for the second grade classes as part of their study on absolute pitch. On April 28th, our first grade students will present their Fairy Tale musical called “Once Upon a Time.” Please watch your child’s folder for information pertaining to costumes and speaking parts. Please make plans to join us at 8:30 a.m. on April 28th.
Heidi Harrell, Music

PATHWAYS
In April, the second graders will be applying the visual/spatial reasoning skills they learned last month through a
program called ROKENBOK Education. They will learn to “see like a designer and think like an engineer” by completing hands-on challenges with ROK Blocks. April is an exciting time for the robotics team that will be traveling to Iowa
to compete in the CREATE National Robotics Championship. Be sure to wish Brayden R., Trey B., Randi A., Noah S.
and Libby E. good luck! In addition, the fifth graders will become architects and designers as they learn about scale,
perspective, and proportion in order to draw floorplans and create their own “dream room.”
Lydia Bourne, Pathways
Third grade students will continue to study robotics during the month of April. They will experiment with simple machines, learn the basic engineering process, build robot bases, and continue learning about programming with Code
Studio. They will also continue their chess tournament with other third grade Pathways students. Fourth grade students will finish their study about the Wild West and start a new unit on Bubble-ology, in which they will perform
experiments with bubble solutions and design the perfect bubble-blowing machine. These students will also continue to read The Misadventures of Maude March and will have a local chess tournament. Two of our robotics teams
are heading to Iowa on April 3rd to compete in the Nationals. They are the Technobots- Jack Richardson, Layla
Jones, Jordan Thornhill, Joseph Walker, and Natalie Mason; and the Rockets- Kaleb Dunlap, Stacia Bennett, Thomas Stoddard, Katie Honigfort, and Julia West. We are hoping to bring home a trophy!
Trish Rhodes, Pathways

